The LHCb discovery of the two baryonic states P + c (4380) and P + c (4450), having J P = 3/2 − and J P = 5/2 + , respectively, in the process pp → bb → Λ b X, followed by the decay Λ b → J/ψ p K − , has motivated a number of theoretical models. Interpreting them as compact {c [cu] [ud]; L P = 0, 1} objects, the mass spectroscopy of the J P = 3/2 − and J P = 5/2 + pentaquarks was worked out by us for the pentaquarks in the SU (3) F multiplets, using an effective Hamiltonian based on constituent diquarks and quarks. Their possible discovery modes in b-baryon decays were also given using the heavy quark spin symmetry. In this paper, we calculate the mass spectrum of the hidden cc pentaquarks having J P = 1 2 ± for the SU (3) F multiplets and their anticipated discovery modes in b-baryon decays.
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Abstract
The LHCb discovery of the two baryonic states P + c (4380) and P + c (4450), having J P = 3/2 − and J P = 5/2 + , respectively, in the process pp → bb → Λ b X, followed by the decay Λ b → J/ψ p K − , has motivated a number of theoretical models. Interpreting them as compact {c [cu] [ud]; L P = 0, 1} objects, the mass spectroscopy of the J P = 3/2 − and J P = 5/2 + pentaquarks was worked out by us for the pentaquarks in the SU (3) F multiplets, using an effective Hamiltonian based on constituent diquarks and quarks. Their possible discovery modes in b-baryon decays were also given using the heavy quark spin symmetry. In this paper, we calculate the mass spectrum of the hidden cc pentaquarks having J P = 1 2
± for the SU (3) F multiplets and their anticipated discovery modes in b-baryon decays.
Some of the P + c (J P = 1/2 ± ) pentaquarks, produced in the Λ b decays may have their masses just below the J/ψ p threshold, in which case they should be searched for in the modes P + c (J P = 1/2 ± ) → η c p, µ + µ − p, e + e − p. led to a number of theoretical proposals for their interpretation, which include rescattering-induced kinematical effects [2] , open charm-baryon and charm-meson bound states [3] , and baryocharmonia [4] . They have also been interpreted as compact pentaquark hadrons with the internal structure organized as diquark-diquark-anti-charm quark [5, 6] or as diquark-triquark [7, 8] .
In an earlier paper [9] we followed the compact pentaquark interpretation, following the basic idea that highly correlated diquarks play a key role in the physics of multiquark states [10] [11] [12] . The diquarks resulting from the direct product 3 ⊗ 3 =3 ⊕ 6, are either a color anti-triplet3 or a color sextet 6. Of these only the color3 configuration is kept, as suggested by perturbative arguments. Both spin-1 and spin-0 diquarks are, however, allowed. In the case of a diquark [qq ] consisting of two light quarks, the spin-0 diquarks are believed to be more tightly bound than the , has been presented in [7] .
In [9] , we used the template in which the 5q baryons, such as the two P c states, are assumed to be four quarks, consisting of two highly correlated diquark pairs, and an antiquark. For the present discussion, it is an anti-charm and S QQ , which combines with the color-anti-triplet3 of thec to form an overall color-singlet pentaquark, with the corresponding quantum numbers L P and S P . (See, Fig. 1 in [9] .) An effective Hamiltonian based on this picture was constructed in [9] , extending the underlying tetraquark Hamiltonian developed for the X, Y, Z states by Maiani et al. [10] . We explained how the various input parameters in this Hamiltonian were determined. Subsequently, we worked out the mass spectrum of the low-lying S-and P -wave pentaquark states, with a cc and three light quarks Fig. 2 of ref. [9] . We presented the discovery modes of the J P = 3/2 − and J P = 5/2 + pentaquarks in b-baryon decays in [9] . In doing this, we assumed heavy quark symmetry, i.e., for m b Λ QCD , b-quark becomes a static quark and the light diquark spin becomes a good quantum number, constraining the states which can otherwise be produced in these decays. In particular, we found that in the diquark picture, one expects a lower-mass J P = In this paper, we extend the mass spectrum calculation to the J P = 1/2 ± pentaquark case. The S (P )-wave pentaquark states are called P Xi (P Yi ), and their spin-and orbital angular momentum quantum numbers are given in Tables I and II Tables II and III of ref. [9] and the quark flavors for the pentaquark multiplets are given in Table III . The mass term ∆M that arises from different spin-spin interactions is given in Table IV . The masses of the five S-wave pentaquarks with J P = 1 2 − are given in Table V , and the masses of the nine P -wave pentaquarks with
+ are given in Tables VI and VII. We also work out the discovery modes of the pentaquarks with J P = 1 2 ± in various b-baryon decays. In doing this, we have used SU (3) F and heavy quark symmetries, discussed in [9] . We find that some of the lowest-lying pentaquarks may have their masses below the threshold to decay into a J/ψp (and similar thresholds in other pentaquarks). In this case, the discovery modes are expected to be η c p, µ + µ − p and
Estimate of the ratios of decay widths Γ(B(C) → P
given in Table VIII . Here M is the lightest pseudoscalar meson nonet and P Table IX . Those involving pentaquarks with P
1/2
+ are given in Tables X (for ∆S = 1 transitions), and in Table XI (for ∆S = 0 transitions).
This paper is organized as follows. In section II, we work out the pentaquark mass spectrum with a hidden cc component and having J P = 1/2 ± , using the effective Hamiltonian [9] . Numerical estimates of the pentaquark masses are given in section III. In section IV, we present the weak decays of the b-baryons, into a pseudoscalar meson and a pentaquark state with P 1/2 ± . We conclude in section V with a discussion of the J = 1 2 pentaquark decays and the various corresponding meson-baryon thresholds.
II. EFFECTIVE HAMILTONIAN FRAMEWORK FOR PENTAQUARK SPECTRUM
Assuming that the underlying structure of the pentaquarks is given byc[cq][], we calculate the mass spectrum of these states by extending the effective Hamiltonian proposed for the tetraquark spectroscopy by Maiani et al. [13] .
The resulting Hamiltonian for pentaquarks is [9] 
where Q and Q denote the diquarks [cq] and [] having masses m Q and m Q , respectively. The individual terms in the Hamiltonian (1) are
with
L P and S P are the orbital angular momentum and the spin of the pentaquark state, and the quantities A P and B P indicate the strength of their spin-orbit and orbital angular momentum couplings, respectively. The values of diquark masses and that of A P and B P are given in ref. [9] . The parameters (K cq )3 and (K)3 correspond to the couplings of spin-spin interactions between the quarks within the diquarks. The other terms that correspond to the spin and orbital angular momentum couplings of the tetraquark are
In Model II proposed by Maiani et al. [13] , it is assumed that the quarks in a diquark are tightly bound, and only their spin-spin coupling is kept, whereas in their earlier model [10] (called Model I), the couplings among the quarks of the two diquarks were also included. This amounts to adding four additional spin-spin terms in the H SS (QQ ) part of Hamiltonian given in Eq. (3).
We have taken all the couplings to be positive.
The mass formula for the pentaquark state which contains a ground state tetraquark (L QQ = 0) can be determined by the following formula
where M 0 = m Q + m Q + m c and ∆M is the mass term that emerges from different spin-spin interactions.
We have classified the states in terms of the diquarks spins, S Q and S Q , the spin of the anti-charm quark Sc = 1/2, the orbital angular momentum L P , and the total J of the pentaquark |S Q , S Q , Sc, L P ; J :
Using L P = 0 and L P = 1 in the basis defined in Eq. (8), we have five S-wave pentaquark states for J P = 1 2 − and five P -wave states with J P = 1 2 + , respectively. In all these states the net spin of pentaquark state S P = 1 2 . Using the states given in Eq. (8), the mass splitting matrix ∆M is a symmetric (5×5) matrix. Denoting its elements by m ij (i, j = 1, · · · , 5), their diagonal entries can be written in terms of the spin-spin couplings as follows: 
, 0;
, 1; 
, 1;
MP X 9 − 5AP + BP Similarly, the off-diagonal entries take the form
From the above expressions, given for Model I, one obtains the expressions for Model II [13] by setting the couplings (K cq )3, (K cq )3, (K)3 to zero. In Table I , ∆M i (i runs from 1 to 5) are the mass splitting terms that arise after the diagonalization of the 5 × 5 matrix whose entries are given in Eqs. (9) and (10) . In addition to this, there are four
+ states, which result on combining the spin S P = 3 2 with the orbital angular momentum L P = 1. In these state the value of A P (S P · L P ) is −5A P and these are listed in Table II. III.
S-AND P -WAVE PENTAQUARK SPECTRUM WITH J P = 1 2
±
In this section, we present the mass spectrum for the pentaquarks with a cc and three light quarks, having
The mass spectrum of some of the states with J P = 1 2 ± has already been calculated using QCD sum rules [14] [15] [16] .
The determination of the various input parameters is explained in [9] and for one particular case when the contents ; L P = 0, 1} with q = u , d the spectrum is shown in Fig. 1 . The five S-wave states have J P = 1/2 − (left-most group), and the two groups having J P = 1/2 + are the P -wave states, defined in Table I (shown in the middle of the frame) and in Table II (shown as the right-most group).
For all the other possibilities of the light quark contents given in Table III , the values of the estimated masses of
± are presented in Tables V -VII. In order to calculate these spectra, the corresponding values of ∆M i for i = 1, · · · , 9, obtained on diagonalizing the symmetric 5 × 5 matrix whose entries are given in Eqs. (9) and (10), for i = 1, · · · , 5, and the 4 × 4 matrix given in [9] (c.f. Eq. (10)), for i = 6, · · · , 9, are mentioned in Table IV . 
± ) PENTAQUARK STATES IN THE WEAK DECAYS OF THE b-BARYONS
The possible production of these charmed pentaquark states is possible through the weak decays of b-baryon. The effective weak Hamiltonian inducing b → ccq transition:
with q being s and d quarks correspond to the Cabibbo-allowed ∆I = 0, ∆S = −1 and the Cabibbo-suppressed ∆I = −1/2, ∆S = 0 transitions, respectively. In Eq. (11), G F is the Fermi coupling constant, V ij are the CKM 
where
are the left handed charged currents, α and β are SU (3) C color indices.
The amplitude corresponding to the decay of b-baryon from the flavor anti-triplet and sextet according to the SU (3) F -group, denoted by B and C, respectively, into pentaquark state from the SU (3) F octet (P) along with a light pseudoscalar meson (M) can be written as
where H W eff is defined in Eq. (11) . In (13), B is a flavor anti-triplet b-baryon with the light-quark spin j P = 0 + . The explicit expressions of B, a light pseudoscalar meson in the SU (3) F octet M and the final state pentaquark P are given in [9] .
In the limit of heavy quark symmetry, the tree amplitudes for the anti-triplet b-baryon decays into an octet pentaquark and a pseudoscalar meson can be decomposed as follows (q = d or s) [9] :
where the superscript J represents the spin of the final-state pentaquark, J = 1 2 . The Feynman diagrams corresponding to the above amplitudes are shown in Fig. 7 [9] . Similarly, in the case of the sextet b-baryons from C ij (6) decaying into decuplet pentaquark states from P ijk , the decay amplitude in the heavy quark symmetry approximation can be written in the form (q = d or s):
where C ij (6) and decuplet P ijk (symmetric in all indices) are listed in [9] .
With these amplitudes, the estimates of the ratios of decay widths Γ(B(C) → P
where P 
PENTAQUARK STATES AND CORRESPONDING THRESHOLDS
The pentaquark states discussed here can be produced through the decays of the b-baryons, and they decay further into stable baryons and mesons. The mass of the J = Table VIII . + that has been measured recently at the LHCb [1] .
and a J/ψ, denoted by P , is estimated as 4134 ± 38 MeV. The error arise from the ranges of the different input parameters in the effective Hamiltonian framework, assuming that the parameters subsume the essential underlying physics. Within this framework, the nominal mass of P p (4134) is about 100 MeV above the J/ψ p threshold, 4035
MeV [17] . If the mass of P {X3}c 1 p is indeed higher than the J/ψ p threshold, as anticipated here, then it can be 
is a state with mass 4450 MeV that has recently been measured at LHCb [1] , for ∆S = 0 transitions. In comparison to the ∆S = 1 transitions, these transitions are suppressed by a factor |V *
Other input values are the same as in Table X . Λ 0 (Σ 0 ) (see Table III ) is estimated to have the mass 4357 ± 39 MeV. This can be produced along with an η 8 in the decays of Λ are estimated to be significantly above the (Ξ 10 J/ψ)-threshold.
Thus, there exist exciting possibilities to search for spin-1/2 pentaquarks in various b-baryon decays at the LHCb.
